
 
 
 

 

Real State Policy 
 

Telecommunications are a fundamental element to strengthen the growth and productivity of the country, also, they are an essential piece in the 

development of democracy and in the access to culture, education, health, and in general to the full exercise of rights and that, due to their 

importance, many countries are making efforts to expand their telecommunications infrastructure. 

 

The constitutional reform on telecommunications, published on June 11, 2013, established that telecommunications and broadcasting are public 

services of general interest and that the State will guarantee the right to broadband and internet communication, for which purpose it will identify as 

many as possible federal public sites, pipelines, poles and rights of way that must be made available for telecommunication and broadcasting 

operators to speed up the deployment of their networks. 

 

Articles 147 to 149 of the Federal Telecommunications and Broadcasting Law establish that the Federal Executive, through the INDAABIN, will 

establish the technical, economic, security and operational conditions that enable the public assets to be available for use and use of all 

telecommunications concessionaires and infrastructure developers. For its part, PROMTEL will carry out actions to comply with the provisions of 

these articles regarding the use of State assets for the deployment of telecommunications infrastructure. 

 

The objective of the Real Estate Policy is to promote the optimal use of the public real estate in order to contribute to the growth and agile deployment 

of the telecommunications and broadcasting infrastructure, by sharing spaces and the infrastructure installed in them with the number of 

concessionaires, authorized, permit holders or developers of telecommunication and broadcasting infrastructure that is feasible according to the 

technical, operative and safety characteristics determined by INDAABIN, Institution that will manage the process for the lease of federal buildings 

that are susceptible of being used and take advantage of the infrastructure sharing, through the Space Leasing System "ARES", which will be 

published and updated on its website. 

 

PROMTEL has the task of promoting that a greater number of entities adhere to the Real Estate Policy of the Federal Government and, for this 

reason, works together with INDAABIN so that more federal real estate is used to share infrastructure and more Mexicans have telecommunications 

services and broadcasting. 

 

Benefits: 

By sharing telecommunications and broadcasting infrastructure, costs are reduced since concessionaires will not have to invest in the deployment 

of infrastructure and will be able to access it to offer their services in competitive conditions. The growth of the telecommunications and broadcasting 

infrastructure promoted by the Real Estate Policy will be reflected in greater coverage, better quality and more services for the benefit of citizens. 


